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To:   Howard Hackney and the ACA Team 
 
 
Gentlemen, 
 As you know, I have been around Gulfstream a few decades or so beginning in 1978. I was a Field 
Service Rep at Gulfstream for many years as well. I am very familiar with the full line of aircraft and the overall 
operational characteristics. Even though Gulfstream has the cleanest air in the industry once at altitude, we felt 
the need to complement the superior inflight air quality with the ACA Component. This would help provide 
cleaner surfaces and cut back on odors. 

Our first installation of the ACA Air Ionization System was on a G550 in March of 2014. The 
components were installed in the air ducts behind the closets and served the gaspers.  The thinking at the time 
was that it was worth a try for the price (as aviation goes an actual real deal), now it has definitely paid off. We 
are very pleased with the results. The ACA Ionization system not only cleans the surfaces it removes the fumes 
and a odors, the air is fresh and crisp. The aircraft still has that pristine new aircraft feel and smell even after 
880 hours of operation over the past two years.  

The next installation was on a GV in February 2015. This aircraft has chemical toilets and the odors 
were noticeable even at altitude prior to installing the ACA Ionization system.  Once the ACA Component was 
installed the odors were no longer noticeable. Additionally, the aircraft’s users tested the ionization system and 
it even removed the cigarette smoke smell from the fingers by simply holding them under a gasper for a couple 
of moments.  

The latest installation was on a G650 in October 2015.  The location of the installation is on the cold air 
manifold which services the floor outlets as well as the overhead gaspers. We are experiencing the same 
beneficial results. 

In summary, the ACA Ionization system has provided consistent outstanding results. The ability to 
neutralize odors is far beyond what you would expect. The ACA Ionization system only complements the 
benefits of the Gulfstream Environmental Control System. Additionally, we feel that the ACA Ionization 
system will be a beneficial selling point when we decide to sell.  The Principal is happy and it is a given that the 
ACA Ionization system will be on all future purchases. The ACA Ionization system is a great added value for 
the cost.   
 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Robert Haldeman                                                                                                                                                       
Director of Maintenance                                                                                                                                          
Diamond Capital Investments Co LTD 
 


